
2023 GSDCA UNIVERSAL SIEGER SHOW RESULTS

CLASS RATING CAT # DOG CRITIQUE

FEMALE Baby Puppy (3-6 
months).  Stock Coat.

VP 1 #4 Troma vom Hismerh A good medium sized, medium strong, substantial female with a very good head.  
Very harmoniously built with very good top and underlines.  High whithers.  
Straight back.  Good croup.  Very good angulation in front and rear.  Moves 
straight coming and slightly close (narrow) in the rear.  Her gait is fluid and 
powerful.

VP 2 #2 Yalta vom Dinaburg A medium sized, medium strong, substantial female with a well constructed head, 
very good expression and very good pigmentation.  High withers.  Strait back.  
Good front angulation.  Good croup length but steep. The upper arm could be 
longer.  Moves narrow in the front and straight in the rear.  Fluid, well-balanced 
gait.

VP 3 #3 Danger v. TeMar A small, medium strong, very expressive female with dark eyes and very good 
pigmentation. High withers.  Slight roach in the back.  Slightly steep croup.  Good 
front angulation and very good rear angulation.  Moves straight in the front and 
almost straight in the back.  The gait is fluid and well-balanced.

VP 4 #5 Princess Leia vom Urban Haus A large, medium strong, substantial female with an expressive head and very 
good pigmentation.  High withers.  Straight back.  The croup is a good length but 
slightly steep.  The under chest is deep.  Very good angulations in front and rear.  
Moves close (narrow) both coming and going.  The gait is powerful but the back is 
not quite firm.

VP 5 #1 Leia vom Goodchris A medium sized, medium strong, expressive female with very good type.  High 
withers.  Pronounced steep croup.  Good front angulation.  Pronounced rear over-
angulation.  Very loose movement while gaiting.

MALE Baby Puppy (3-6 
months).  Stock Coat.

VP 1 #8 Tamerlan vom Hismerh A medium sized, medium strong, substantial male with good pigmentation and 
very good expression.  High withers, straight back.  Pronounced steep croup that 
could be longer.  Very good front and rear angulations. Moves straight coming and 
close going. The gait is fluid, powerful and “erhaben” (elevated, stately, noble).

VP 2 #7 Nando vom Osterberger-Land A large, medium strong, substantial, well-pigmented young male with an 
expressive head that could be more masculine.  High withers.  Straight back.  The 
croup length is good, but steep.  Very good angulations in front and rear.  
Movement is nearly straight both coming and going.  The gait is fluid and well-
balanced.

VP 3 #6 Fynn Drache Feld A medium sized, strong and substantial male with a very expressive and 
masculine head.  High withers, Straight back with pronounced body stretch.  The 
croup could be longer.  Very good front and rear angulations.  Moves straight 
coming and close going.  The hocks should be firmer.  Fluid gait.

VP 4 #9 Phantom vom Urban Haus A large, medium strong male with an expressive and very well constructed head.  
Intense pigmentation.  High withers, straight back, pronounced steep croup.  The 
upper arm could be longer and better angulated.  Very good rear angulation.  The 
movement is fluid, but open at the elbows and falls on the forehand.

MALE Baby Puppy (3-6 
months).  Long Stock 
Coat.

VP 1 #10 Uno von der Orangerie A medium sized, medium strong, substantial male with very good pigmentation, 
and expressive and masculine head.  High withers.  Straight back.  Very good 
croup position but could be longer.  Good front angulation.  Very good rear 
angulation.  Almost straight coming and going.  The gait is fluid, powerful and 
well-balanced.

VP 2 #11 Dr Dre vom Drache Feld A medium sized, medium strong, substantial male with very good pigmentation 
and a very expressive masculine head.  High withers.  Straight back.  A 
pronounced steep croup.  Moves straight coming, close and slightly loose going.  
The gait is powerful, fluid and well-balanced.

FEMALE Junior Puppy 
(6-9 months).  Stock Coat.

VP 1 #12 Bunny Foo Foo Alta-Tollhaus A large, medium strong, substantial female with a powerful and very expressive 
head.  High withers.  Straight back.  Good croup.  The upper arm could be more 
angulated.  Very good rear angulation.  The front is straight.  The under chest is 
not fully developed.  Movement is straight coming and close going.  The gait is 
powerful, fluid and well-balanced.
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VP 2 #16 Pandora vom Hismerh A medium sized, medium strong, substantial female with a very good head and 
pigmentation.  High withers.  Straight back.  Good croup.  Good front angulation.  
Very good rear angulation.  Coming and going are nearly straight.  The gait is fluid, 
powerful and well-balanced.

VP 3 #14 Ippsy Team vom Holtkamper 
Hof

An over-medium sized, medium strong, substantial female with pronounced body 
stretch.  The head is very well constructed and expressive.  High withers.  Straight 
back.  Very good croup position but could be longer.  Very good front and rear 
angulations.  Moves nearly straight coming and going.  The gait is well-balanced, 
fluid and powerful, but lost some drive in the gaiting phase.

VP 4 #15 Kira vom Goodchris A medium sized, medium strong, substantial female with an expressive, feminine 
head.  High withers,  Straight back.  The croup length is good, position is steep.  
Very good Front angulation.  Pronounced rear angulation.  Moves straight coming.  
Hocks are very loose.  The gait is fluid with a good front reach.

VP 5 #13 Choctaw Alta-Tollhaus An over-medium sized, medium strong, pronounced substantial female with a 
well-constructed head.  The ear set is slightly wide and the eyes are slightly light.  
High wither.  Straight back.  The croup is short and steep.  Very good angulations 
front and rear.  Movement is almost straight coming and going.  The gait is fluid 
and powerful, but the back line is not firm.

VP 6 #19 Teamgeist’s Jaws vom Hohlen 
Hügel

A large, medium strong female, lacking somewhat in bone-strength.  The head is 
feminine.  High withers.  Straight back.  The croup length is good, but steep.  Very 
good front and rear angulation.  Moves straight coming and going .  The gait is 
fluid and powerful, but she falls on the forehand.

FEMALE Junior Puppy 
(6-9 months.  Long Stock 
Coat.

VP 1 #18 Teamgeist's Jana vom Hohlen 
Hügel

A large, medium strong, substantial, female with very good pigmentation and a 
harmonious, feminine expression.  The head proportions could be more correct.  
High withers.  Straight back.  The croup length is good but slightly steep.  Very 
good angulations front and rear.  Nearly straight coming and going.  The gait is 
fluid and well-balanced.

VP 2 #17 Lesita vom St. Michaels Berg A medium sized, medium strong, substantial female with very good pigmentation 
and a feminine, expressive head.  High withers.  Straight back.  Good croup.  Very 
good front and rear angulation.  Powerful movement but the right front is open 
(toed out).

MALE Junior Puppy (6-9 
months).  Stock Coat.

VP 1 #21 Benedict Alta-Tollhaus A large, medium strong, substantial male with a very masculine, well-constructed 
head and very good expression.  High withers.  Straight back.  The well-
positioned croup could be longer.  The long upper arm could be better angulated.  
Very good rear angulation.  The front is straight.  The under chest is slightly 
pronounced.  Moves straight coming and close going.  The gait is very powerful, 
fluid and well-balanced.

VP 2 #23 Wizard Canine Extreme A medium sized, medium strong, substantial male with correct body proportions.  
High withers.  Straight back.  Very good croup position but must be longer.  Good 
front angulation.  Very good rear angulation.  Movement is correct both coming 
and going.  The gait is fluid and powerful.   The first place dog gave a better 
presentation.

VP 3 #24 Quantos vom Hismerh A small, medium strong, substantial black male with a well-constructed 
expressive head.  High withers.  Straight back.  Good croup.  Very good front 
angulation.  Pronounced rear angulation.  Fluid gait.  Hocks need to be firmer.  A 
very harmonious dog.

MALE Junior Puppy (6-9 
months).  Long Stock 
Coat.

VP 1 #26 Gvido Top Shepherd Perlez A medium sized, strong, substantial black male with a masculine, expressive 
head.  High withers.  Straight back.  The croup is steep, but with a good length. 
Very good angulations in front and rear.  Straight front.  Good chest proportions.  
Moves straight coming and close going.  The gait is fluid and very powerful.

VP 2 #25 Teamgeist’s Jagodina vom 
Hohlen Hügel

A medium sized, medium strong, substantial male with very good pigmentation 
and an expressive head.  High withers.  Straight back.  The croup length is good, 
position is pronounced steep.  Very good front and rear angulations.  The front is 
straight.  Moves straight both coming and going.  The gait is fluid, powerful and 
well-balanced.  The dog is somewhat lacking in masculinity.

FEMALE Senior Puppy 
(9-12 months).  Stock 
Coat
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VP 1 #27 Isabel Canine Extreme A medium sized, medium strong, substantial female with a feminine head and 
good expression.  Her body proportions are very correct.  High withers.  Straight 
back.  The croup position is good but could be longer.  Good front angulation.  
Very good rear angulation.  Balanced chest proportions.  Movement is wide open 
(toed out) in front and correct in the rear.  The gait is fluid, powerful and well-
balanced.  Her presentation was very good.

VP 2 #28 Europa vom Hismerh An over-medium sized, medium strong, substantial female with very good 
expression.  High withers.  Straight back.  Good group length, pronounced steep 
position. Very good front angulation.  Pronounced rear angulation.  Correct front.  
Balanced chest proportions.  Moves toed out (open) coming and very close going.  
The judge would like to see more firmness in the ears and hocks.

FEMALE Senior Puppy 
(9-12 months).  Long 
Stock Coat

VP 1 #30 Seela Tuchscherer von Ruh A medium sized, medium strong, substantial female with very good pigmentation 
and expression.  High withers.  Straight back.  Good lay of the croup, could be 
longer.  The upper arm could be longer and better angled.  Very good rear 
angulation.  Moves straight coming and close going.  The gait is fluid and well-
balanced but the rear action could be more powerful.

VP 2 #31 Zarija vom Hundewald A large, medium strong, substantial female with intense black pigmentation and 
very good expression.  High withers.  Straight back.  Very good croup position 
that could be longer.  The long upper arm could be more angulated.  Very good 
rear angulation.  The dog moves close, with loose elbows, while coming and 
nearly straight while going.  The fluid gait should be more powerful.  The dog falls 
on the forehand.

MALE Senior Puppy (9-12 
months).  Stock Coat.

VP 1 #32 Fuego von United Pride A small, medium strong, substantial black male with good expression.  High 
withers.  Loose back.  The short croup has a good position.  The upper arm 
should be more angulated.  Very good rear angulation.  Wide open (toed out) 
stand.  Moves close coming with loose elbows and straight going.  The gait is 
fluid and well-balanced.

MALE Senior Puppy (9-12 
months).  Long Stock 
Coat.

VP 1 #34 Blitz vom Schlosswolfsbrunnen A medium sized, medium strong, substantial male with very good expression.  
The head could be more masculine.  High withers.  Straight back.  The 
pronounced steep croup has a good length.  Moves straight coming and close 
going.  The gait is fluid. The dog is not movement trained.

VP 2 #35 Tango vom Hismerh A small, medium strong, substantial male with a pronounced stretched body, and 
good expression.  High withers.  Straight back.  The croup position is good but 
could be longer.  The long upper arm could be better angulated.  Very good/
pronounced rear angulation.  Moves straight coming and close going.  The gait is 
fluid but not consistent.

FEMALE Youth Class 
(12-18 months).  Stock 
Coat.

SG 1 #40 Yoyo vom Hismerh A medium sized, medium strong, substantial female with intense pigmentation 
and a well-constructed, powerful and expressive head.  High withers.  Straight 
back.  Good croup position that could be longer.  Good front angulation.  The 
upper arm could be longer.  Pronounced rear angulation.  Moves straight coming 
and close going.  The gait is powerful, fluid and well-balanced.

SG 2 #37 Joyce Merlot Canine Extreme A medium sized, medium strong, substantial female with a powerfully expressive, 
but still feminine, head.  High withers.  Straight back.  The body is stretched.  The 
croup is slightly short and steep.  The upper arm could be longer and better 
angulated.  Very good rear angulation.  The front is correct.  Chest proportions are 
balanced.  Moves straight coming and close going.  The gait is powerful, fluid and 
well-balanced.

SG 3 #38 Black Swans Nekon at Siegers 
Run

A large, medium strong, substantial black female with a powerful, but still 
feminine, expressive head.  High withers.  Straight back.  Good croup length that 
is slightly steep.  Good front angulation.  Very good rear angulation.  Correct front.  
Balanced chest proportions.  Nearly straight coming and going.  The gait is 
powerful and fluid.  The dog falls slightly on the forehand.
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SG 4 #39 Berlin von Hill Country A medium sized, medium strong, substantial female with a very expressive 
feminine head.  High withers.  Straight back.  The croup lay (position) is correct 
but could be longer.  The long upper arm could be better angulated.  Very good 
rear angulation.  The dog stands open (toed out) in the front.  Movement is nearly 
straight coming and going.  The gait needs a freer front reach and should be more 
fluid.

SG 5 #36 Jersey Canine Extreme A large, medium strong, substantial female with a well-constructed strong and 
expressive head.  High wither.  Straight back. The croup lay (position) is good but 
could be longer.   Good front angulation.  Very good rear angulation.  The front is 
correct.  Chest proportions are balanced.  The dog moves straight both coming 
and going.  The gait is fluid but there could be more power from the backhand. 

FEMALE Youth Class 
(12-18 months).  Long 
Stock Coat

SG 1 #42 Gretchen von Ruh A large, medium strong female with very good pigmentation and expression.  High 
withers.  Straight back.  Good croup.   Good front angulation.  Very good rear 
angulation.  Moves straight coming and slightly close going.  The gait is fluid and 
well-balanced. 

SG 2 #43 Sundae von der RNR Ranch A medium sized, medium strong female with very good pigmentation and 
expression.  High withers.  Straight back. The croup length is good, position is 
pronounced steep. Very good front and rear angulations.  Moves open (toed out) 
coming and close (narrow) going.  The gait is fluid and well-balanced.

SG 3 #45 Teamgeist's F-fervescence 
vom Hohlen Hügel

A large, medium strong, substantial female with an expressive head.  High 
withers. Straight back.  Good croup length but steep position.  The upper arm 
could be more angulated.  Very good rear angulation. Stands open (toed out).  
Moves open (toed out) coming.  Goes straight. Gait is fluid and powerful.

SG 4 #41 Piper von Ruh A medium sized, medium strong, substantial female with intense pigmentation 
and very expressive head.  High withers.  Straight back. Croup has a good length 
but lays slightly steep.  Good front angulations.  Pronounced rear angulations. 
Stands open (toed out).  Coming and going movement is close (narrow).  Gait is 
effective and very powerful/balanced. 

SG 5 #46 Sprite vom Fasanlauf A medium sized, medium strong , substantial female with a feminine head and 
very good expression.  High withers.  Straight back.  The croup position is 
pronounced steep and could be longer. Very good angulations front and rear.  
Moves straight coming and very close going. The front reach could be freer.  Well-
balanced, fluid gait.  Chest proportions are too deep.

SG 6 #44 Khalessi von der Tempelhoeve A medium sized, medium strong, substantial female with a feminine head and 
good expression.  The back should be firmer.  High withers.  Straight back.  The 
croup could be longer.  The long upper arm could be more angulated.  Rear 
angulations are pronounced.  Stands open (toed out).  Moves nearly straight 
coming and going.  The gait is fluid.  The back should be firmer.

MALE Youth Class (12-18 
months).  Stock Coat

SG 1 #49 Enosh vom Hismerh An over-medium sized, medium strong, substantial male with very good 
pigmentation and expression.  High withers.  Straight back.  The croup is a little 
short.  The upper arm must be longer and better angulated.  Very good rear 
angulation.  Moves nearly straight coming and going.

SG 2 #47 Immo von Aurelius A medium sized, medium powerful, substantial male with very good pigmentation 
and expression.  High withers.  Straight, but loose back.  The croup is steep. Very 
good angulations front and rear.  Correct front stand.  Balanced chest proportions.  
Moves straight coming and going.  The gait is fluid but the dog is not trained.

SG 3 #48 Bill Poseidon von Hill Country A small, medium strong, substantial male with very good pigmentation and 
expression. High withers.  Straight back. Good lay (position) of the croup, but 
short. Good front angulation.  Very good rear angulation.  Moves nearly correct 
coming and going.  The gait is fluid and well-balanced.

MALE Youth Class (12-18 
months).  Long Stock 
Coat

SG 1 #50 S Gunner von der RNR Ranch A large, medium strong male with very good pigmentation, expression, and a 
masculine head.  High withers.  Straight back.  The croup should be longer.  Very 
good angulations front and rear.  The pasterns could be firmer.  Moves open (toed 
out) in front and closed in rear.  Gaiting is powerful, fluid and well-balanced.

SG 2 #52 James Bond at Siegers Run A medium sized, medium strong, substantial male with a strong and expressive 
head.  High withers.  Straight back.  The croup is pronounced steep.  Good front 
angulation.  Very good rear angulation.  Coming and going movement is nearly 
straight.  The gait is fluid and well-balanced.

RATING CAT # DOG CRITIQUECLASS
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SG 3 #51 Hei Noster Amicus A large, medium strong male with very good pigmentation and expression.  High 
withers.  Straight back.  Good croup.  Good front angulation.  Very good rear 
angulation.  Correct front. Short under chest.  Moves straight coming and close 
going.  The gait is fluid, powerful and well-balanced.

FEMALE Young Dog Class 
(18-24 months).  Stock 
Coat

SG 1 #53 Balnka vom Weidenhaus A large, medium strong, substantial black male with a pronounced stretched body.  
The head is very well constructed and expressive.  High withers.  Straight back.  
Good croup.  Good front angulation and very good rear angulation. The upper arm 
could be longer.  Moves straight coming and slightly close going.  The gait is fluid, 
powerful and well-balanced.

FEMALE Young Dog Class 
(18-24 months).  Long 
Stock Coat.

SG 1 #58 Jessie Best of The Gods An over-medium sized, medium strong, substantial female with a strong, well-
constructed, expressive head.  The eyes are light.  High wither.  Straight back.  
Good croup.  Good front angulation and very good rear angulation.  Moves nearly 
straight coming and going.  The gait is very powerful.

SG 2 #59 Winter Drache Feld A large, strong, substantial female with very good pigmentation and a feminine, 
very expressive head.  High withers.  Straight back.  The croup could be longer.  
The long upper arm could be more angulated.  Very good rear angulation.  Moves 
straight both coming and going.  The gait is fluid, powerful and well-balanced.

SG 3 #61 Queena vom Hismerh A medium sized, medium strong, substantial female with a strong, expressive 
head.  High withers.  Straight back.  Very good croup lay (position) but could be 
longer.  Very good front angulation.  Pronounced rear angulation.  Moves open at 
the elbows coming and close going.  The gait is fluid, well-balanced and very 
powerful.

SG 4 #56 Vanida vom Aldamar A large, strong, substantial female with very good pigmentation, and a very 
expressive head.  The body is pronounced stretched.  High withers.  Straight 
back.  Good croup lay (position) but could be longer. Very good front angulation.  
Pronounced rear angulation.  Moves straight coming and close going with loose 
hocks.  The under chest should be longer.  The gait is fluid and well-balanced.

SG 5 #62 Bindi Blu vom Sturmjäger A very large, medium strong, substantial female with very good pigmentation and 
expression.  High withers.  Straight back.  Good croup length but slightly steep.  
Very good front angulation.  Pronounced rear angulation.  Moves straight coming 
and going.  The gait is fluid, but should be more powerful with better training.

SG 6 #60 Xenia vom Fasanlauf A very large, medium strong, substantial female with very good pigmentation and 
expression. High withers.  Straight back.  Pronounced steep croup.  Very good 
angulation front and rear.  Moves nearly straight coming and going.  The gait is 
fluid but she falls on the forehand.

SG 7 #57 Perfect von der RNR Ranch A medium sized, medium strong, substantial female with very good expression 
and a well-constructed head.  High withers.  Straight back.  Good croup. Very 
good front angulation.  Pronounced rear angulation. Moves straight coming and 
very close going, with loose hocks.  The gait is fluid and well-balanced.

MALE Young Dog Class 
(18-24 months).  Stock 
Coat.

SG 1 #63 Alta-Tollhaus Nitron A very large, medium strong, substantial male with a pronounced masculine head, 
very good expression and pigmentation.  High withers.  Straight back.  Good 
croup.  Good front angulation and very good rear angulation.  Moves nearly 
straight coming and going. The gait is fluid, powerful and well-balanced.  The dog 
could show more self-confidence in the ring.

MALE Young Dog Class 
(18-24 months).  Long 
Stock Coat.

SG 1 #68 Bravo vom Sturmjäger A large, medium strong, substantial male with a masculine and very expressive 
head.  High withers.  Straight back.  The croup length is good, slightly steep 
position.  Very good front and rear angulations.  The pasterns should be firmer.  
Moves nearly straight coming and going. The gait is fluid, powerful and very 
balanced.

SG 2 #64 Hannibal Canine Extreme A large, medium strong, substantial black male with very good expression and a 
pronounced stretched body.  High withers.  Straight back. The croup length is 
good, slightly steep position.  The long upper arm could be better angulated.  Very 
good rear angulation.  Moves straight coming and slightly close going.  The gait is 
fluid, powerful and well-balanced.

RATING CAT # DOG CRITIQUECLASS
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SG 3 #66 Qui vom Hismerh An over-medium sized, medium strong, substantial male with a very good head 
and expression.  High withers.  Straight back.  The croup length is good, slightly 
steep position.  Very good front angulation.  Pronounced rear angulation. Moves 
straight coming and close going. The gait is fluid, powerful and well-balanced.  
Loose hocks.

SG 4 #67 Epic von Ruh An over-medium sized, medium strong, substantial.  Pronounced stretched body. 
Well constructed and expressive head. Very good pigmentation.  High withers.  
Straight back.  Good croup.  The upper arm should be longer and more 
angulated.  Very good rear angulation. Moves nearly correct coming and going.  
The gait is fluid, powerful and well-balanced.  The dog’s presentation could be 
better.

SG 5 #65 Arrow Whiskey aus der 
Grimmwelt

A medium sized, medium strong, substantial male with a very good mask and 
expression.  High withers.  Straight back.  A very pronounced steep croup. The 
upper arm should be longer and better angulated.  Very good rear angulation.  The 
pasterns should be firmer.  Very good rear angulation.  The dog stands toed out.  
Moves open (toed out) coming and close going.  The gait is fluid.  The back is 
roached in gaiting.

MALE Open Class (24+ 
months no title).  Stock 
Coat.

SG 1 #69 Stovan vom Hohlen Hügel An over-medium sized, medium strong, substantial male with an expressive head 
and very good pigmentation.  The body is pronounced stretched.  High withers.  
Straight back.  Croup should be longer.  Good front and very good rear 
angulations.  Moves open at the elbows while coming, straight going. The gait is 
powerful, fluid and well-balanced.

SG 2 #70 Bourbon Team Holtkamper Hof An over-medium sized, medium strong, substantial male with very good 
pigmentation and expression.  There is a break in the top line.  High withers.  
Straight back.  The croup should be longer.  The upper arm should be longer and 
more angulated.  Very good rear angulation.  Moves straight coming and going.  
The gait is fluid and well-balanced.  The front reach should be freer.  Overall, the 
dog is equal to the first place dog, except for his presentation.

MALE Open Class (24+ 
months no title).  Long 
Stock Coat.

SG 1 #88 Blitzen v. Fasanlauf A medium sized, medium strong, substantial male with a masculine head, very 
good pigmentation and expression.  High withers.  Straight back. The croup is 
very steep.  Very good front angulation.  Pronounced rear angulation.  Moves 
straight coming and going.  The gait is fluid.  The back is not firm in gaiting.

FEMALE Working Dog 
Class (24+ months with 
Title).  Long Stock Coat.

V 1 #71 Filla Team von den Hohen Berg A medium sized, medium strong, substantial female with a well constructed, 
expressive head.  High withers.  Straight back.  Good croup.  The upper arm 
could be more angulated.  Very good rear angulations.  The front is straight.  
Moves straight coming and a little close going.  The gait is very fluid, powerful and 
well-balanced.

V 2 #72 Kiss von der RNR Ranch A large, medium strong, substantial female with very good pigmentation and a 
feminine, expressive head.  High withers.  Straight back.  The croup is long and 
pronounced steep.  Very good angulations front and rear.  The front is correct.  
Moves straight coming and a little close going.  She has a very fluid, powerful and 
effective gait.

V 3 #73 Ultra Majik Rau vom Drache 
Feld

A medium sized, medium strong, substantial female with a very well constructed 
and expressive head.  High withers.  Straight back.  Good croup.  Very good 
angulations front and rear.  Moves straight but a little open at the elbows coming 
and straight going.  The gait is fluid, powerful and well-balanced.  

V 4 #75 Jazzie vom Fähnrich A medium sized, medium strong, substantial female with a feminine, expressive 
head.  High withers.  Straight back.  The croup is a little steep and could be 
longer.  The upper arm could be more angulated.  Pronounced rear angulation.  
Moves straight coming and close going.  The gait is fluid and well-balanced.

FEMALE Working Dog 
Class (24+ months with 
Title).  Stock Coat.

V 1 #77 Gemma Team von den Hohen 
Berg

An over-medium sized, medium strong, substantial female with a strong, well-
constructed and expressive head.  High withers.  Straight back.  The croup could 
be longer. Very good front angulations.  The upper arm could be longer.  Very 
good rear angulations.  Soft pasterns.  Moves almost straight coming and going.  
The gait is very fluid, powerful and effective, with a fantastic front reach.

RATING CAT # DOG CRITIQUECLASS
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V 2 #79 Isabella von Arlett An over-medium sized, medium strong, substantial sable female with a feminine, 
well-constructed, expressive head.  High withers.  Straight back.  Good croup.  
Very good front angulations.  The upper arm could be longer.  Very good rear 
angulations.  Moves straight coming and going.  The gait is very fluid, powerful 
and effective.  The front reach is slightly less than the first place dog.

V 3 #78 Johanna vom Fähnrich A large, medium strong, substantial female with a very expressive head.  High 
withers.  Straight back.  The croup is pronounced steep.  Good front angulations.  
The upper arm should be more angulated.  Very good rear angulations.  The front 
is straight.  Chest proportions are balanced.  Moves nearly straight coming and 
going. The gait is fluid, powerful and well-balanced.

V 4 #76 Prada Od petkovica A large, medium strong, substantial female with very good pigmentation and a 
strong, expressive head.  High withers.  Straight back.  Good croup.  Good front 
and very good rear angulations.  Moves open (toed out) coming and straight 
going.  The gait is fluid, powerful and well-balanced.

V 5 #83 Alta-Tollhaus Phaedra A large female, at the upper limits, medium strong, substantial female with 
pronounced stretched body.  High withers.  Straight back.  Good croup.  Good 
front angulations.  The upper arm could be longer.  Very good rear angulations.  
Moves straight coming and close going.  The gait is fluid, could be more effective.

V 6 #80 Basha von Fallamhain A large female, medium strong, substantial, expressive sable female.  High 
withers.  Straight back.  Good croup position, could be longer.  The upper arm 
should be better angulated.  Very good rear angulations.  Moves straight coming 
and going.  The gait is fluid and well balanced, could be more powerful

SG 1 #82 Vira von der Tetiaroa A large, medium strong, substantial female with a strong head and good 
expression.  Flat withers.  The back is not firm and there is a dip in the topline.  
Croup position is good, could be longer.  Good front and very good rear 
angulations.  Moves close coming and straight going.  The gait is fluid, could be 
more powerful

MALE Working Dog Class 
(24+ months with Title).  
Long Stock Coat.

V 1 #89 Ace von der Hohen Berg An over-medium sized, medium strong, substantial, very harmonious male with 
fantastic pigmentation, very well-constructed, expressive head.  High withers.  
Straight back.  Very good croup.  Very good angulations front and rear.  Correct 
front.  Balanced chest proportions.  Moves straight coming and going.  The gait is 
fluid, powerful and effective.  The presentation is powerfully alert.

V 2 #85 Vasco v.d. Tempelhoeve A medium sized, medium strong, substantial, very intensely pigmented, very 
expressive male.  High withers.  Straight back.  Pronounced steep croup.  Good 
front, very good rear angulations.  Moves straight coming and a little close going.  
The back is roached while gaiting.

V 3 #87 Rocky Drache Feld A large, medium strong, substantial, very well pigmented male with a masculine, 
expressive head.  High withers.  Straight back.  Very pronounced steep croup.  
The upper arm is a good length, could be more angulated.  Very good rear 
angulations.  Moves straight coming and going.  The gait is very fluid, powerful, 
with high withers.

V 4 #84 Obi v.d. Tempelhoeve An over-medium sized, medium strong, substantial, very well pigmented male with 
a well-constructed, expressive head.  High withers.  Straight back.  Good croup.  
Very good angulations front and rear.  Moves straight coming and going.  The gait 
is fluid, powerful and well-balanced.

MALE Working Dog Class 
(24+ months with Title).  
Stock Coat.

V 1 #94 Zabax vom Holtkamper Hof An over-medium sized, medium strong, substantial, very well pigmented male with 
a well constructed, expressive head.  High withers.  Straight back.  Good croup.  
Good front angulation.  Very good rear angulation.  Moves straight coming and 
close going.  The gait is fluid, effective and powerful.

V 2 #91 Rocky vom Suentelstein A large, medium strong, substantial, very well pigmented male with a masculine, 
expressive head.  High withers.  The back is roached.  The long croup is steep.  
Very good front angulations.  Pronounced rear angulations.  Moves close both 
coming and going.  The gait is effective and powerful.

V 3 #99 Phamtom val D’Anzin A large, medium strong, substantial male with a masculine, expressive head.  High 
withers.  Straight back.  Short croup.  Good front and very good rear angulations.  
Moves nearly straight coming and going.  The gait is fluid, powerful and well-
balanced.
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V 4 #96 Zank vom Argatos A medium sized, medium strong male with a well constructed masculine, 
expressive head.  High withers.  Straight back.  The croup could be longer.  Good 
front and very good rear angulations.  The front is correct in the stand.  Balanced 
chest proportions.  Moves toed-in coming and straight going.  Pasterns could be 
firmer.  The gait is fluid and still balanced.

V 5 #102 Quando vom Eisenherz An over-medium sized, medium strong, substantial, very well pigmented male with 
good expression.  High withers.  Straight back.  Very good croup position, could 
be longer.  The upper arm has a good length, could be more angulated.  Very 
good rear angulations.  Moves straight coming and going.  The gait is fluid and 
balanced.  The under chest could be longer.

SG 1 #101 Vasco ze Stribrneho Kamene A small, medium strong, substantial male with a pronounced stretched body and 
good expression.  High wither.  Straight back.  The croup position is good, could 
be longer.  Good front and very good rear angulations.  Moves straight coming 
and going.  The gait is fluid and still balanced.

SG 2 #100 Dirk vom Nordecker Hof An over-medium sized, medium strong, substantial, very dark sable male with 
good expression.  High withers.  There’s a break in the topline.  The croup could 
be longer.  Good front and rear angulations.  Moves open at the elbows.  The gait 
is fluid and balanced.

SG 3 #97 Fight von Pike’s Spirit A medium sized, medium strong, substantial male with an expressive head.  Flat 
withers.  Straight back.  Shot croup with good lay (position).  The upper arm could 
be longer and better angulated.  Good rear angulation.  Moves toed-in coming.  
Very fluid gait.

SG 4 #95 Fanto z Vetrneho vrchu A medium sized, medium strong, substantial, darkly pigmented male with an 
expressive head.  Flat withers.  Straight back.  Still good croup.  The upper arm 
could be longer and more angulated.  Very good rear angulation.  Moves straight 
coming and going.  The gait is fluid, but the back is loose and the dog falls on the 
forehand.

SG 5 #103 Maximus vom Wolfsfriede A medium sized, medium strong, substantial male with a well-constructed head.  
Flat withers.  Straight back.  Good croup position, could be longer.  The upper 
arm could be longer and more angulated.  Good rear angulation.  Moves straight 
coming and going.  The gait is fluid.  Dog falls on the forehand.
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